
MyCluster is a system that builds personal Condor and SGE clusters on-demand.    The system uses the concept of job proxies, which are submitted to remote host server clusters, 
in-lieu of the actual user jobs.  These job proxies, when dispatched by the schedulers on the host server clusters, provision CPUs into personal clusters created for the user.  Depending 
on when job proxies are dispatched and terminated, the scientist sees an expanding and shrinking personal cluster over time.  Most importantly, user jobs are submitted, managed 
and controlled in these dynamic personal clusters, through a single uniform job management interface of the scientist’s choice. 

MyCluster introduces the abstraction of a virtual login session.  Figure 1 shows a virtual login session, 
instantiated from a scientist’s desktop computer.  The virtual login session emulates the experience of 
logging into the head node of a traditional cluster for submitting and managing jobs to its compute nodes.

The high-level software deployment architecture is shown in �gure 2.  The �gure illustrates a scientist submitting 
jobs to a MyCluster deployment across three sites: the scientist’s home institution, Amazon.com, and TACC.  In this 
illustrated deployment, a virtual private network is �rst instantiated across the participating sites.  A distributed 
�lesystem is then deployed over the private network for mounting the users’ home directory across the wide-area 
network.  Finally, a commodity job management system is deployed over this virtual infrastructure.
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Figure 1.  A screen snapshot of a virtual login session

Figure 2.  Commodity job managers are deployed over a virtual infrastructure deployed entirely in user-space.
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The job proxies submitted and managed by MyCluster are malleable job abstractions.  These job proxies may be submitted with job sizes and duration that can be adapted over 
time to improve the throughput of the user jobs in the personal clusters.  For example, the system is experimenting with adaptive mechanisms to migrate job proxies between 
contributing host server clusters based on the observed throughput of the wide-area systems.  This is important as scienti�c experiments supported by the system can sometimes 
run for days or weeks, and adapting to changing load conditions across the wide-area systems is critical.
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Figure 3.  Job proxy distribution in a MyCluster virtual login session, across 
four sites on the TeraGrid, over a 24 hour period with job proxy migration.

Figure 4.  Number of one minute jobs completed through the personal cluster with 
and without job proxy migration.

http://www.tacc.utexas.edu/mycluster/


